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Smoke Effects 
 

 

 

Microfog Smoke Machine 

The Microfog is an easy to use smoke machine that 

combines high quality components with the 

convenience of an aerosol unit. It is simply operated 

by one button at the rear of the machine which, when 

pressed, makes the machine generate clouds of thick, 

white, non-toxic fog, ideal for mobile use, schools, and 

the smaller venue. 

 

 

 

 

G300 Smoke and Haze Machine 

The G300 generates very large volumes of thick white 

smoke continuously. It combines a high powered 

smoke generator with a water based hazer. The 

operator can select either function, by simply changing 

the mode on the digital display and the type of fluid 

used. Includes a 7m remote cable. 

 

 

 

 

Base Hazer Pro 

With its variable output and variable fan speed, the machine can be used 

in many different applications of operation.  Any desired effect can be 

achieved from the finest mist to a thick haze.  The base-hazer-pro is able 

to fill small rooms to large arenas and theatres with a constant haze, 

creating the right atmosphere.  The Haze Base Pro includes exceptionally 

low fluid consumption, 60 second heating time, very low noise, variable 

haze density through independent control of fan and pump; DMX control, 

integrated timer and stand alone mode. 

 

 

 

 

DF50 Haze Machine 

The safest, and most efficient hazer for the entertainment industry, superior 

hang-time - 3 hours plus! No warm up period required, Haze fluid is 

odourless and leaves no residue when used properly. 
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 Antari Low Fog Ice Machine 

 

 

 

Jem AF-1 Fan 

The AF-1 is a compact but powerful fan designed with clubs, studios, 

theatres and touring applications in mind. The AF-1 features DMX (unit 

has 3pin DMX input and pass-through) control as standard and can be 

installed from the ceiling, in the truss, or can be floor standing. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Windstorm Fan 

The Windstorm is a high output wind machine for use in clubs, concert 

venues and on stages. The wind output can be adjusted from a light 

breeze to a strong gale at one percent increments via the on-board 

controls or via DMX from a lighting desk. The machine can be floor 

mounted or when supplied with brackets can be truss mounted. 

We carry stocks of smoke and haze fluid for not only our rental machines but also 

many commonly found machines in theatres and venues.  Please feel free to contact 

us with your effect fluid stock requirements. 

As it name suggests, this machine produces 

beautiful floor-hugging dry ice fog effect by 

simply adding regular ice cubes. A high power fog 

machine inside creates amounts of smoke which is 

chilled to create a low lying ground hugging fog 

effect.  10kg of ice cubes placed in the ice 

chamber can last up to 12 hours or 80 minutes 

with continues output. When used without ice, it 

will produce regular fog effect.  Full DMX on-

board means 100% control and the timer remote 

puts that the same control in the palm of your 

hand. 


